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     Opportunity is like the weather.  It changes frequently.  Economic 
conditions dictate in large part what the opportunity for the day is.  In the 
construction world, availability of subs, cost of labor, cost of materials, and 
cost of dirt are all important factors in the viability of a project.  As well, 
city and county agency pressures or lack thereof play an important role in 
the overall consideration.   
 
     In today’s economic climate, dirt prices are down, interest rates are low, 
the price of materials is low, and sub-contractors are looking for work.  
Their compensation is reasonable and negotiable.  City planning and 
permitting departments are sitting on their hands with little to review.    All 
the stars are lining up to get in the construction game, but with what kind of 
project?  Do you build to sell in a market flooded with REO properties and 
foreclosures?  Not a good plan.  It is unlikely that a lender would lend on a 
spec house in this climate.  So if the conditions are so right, yet we cannot or 
should not build to sell, what do we do?  Answer….build for yourself to 
“have and to hold” from this day forward….as the promise goes!  Owner / 
User!!!  The stage is set perfectly for this kind of project! 
 
     Lets say you are paying rent for office space.  You have a history of 
paying $1,000.00 per month in rent.  From a loan perspective, this rent 
would allow you to make an interest payment on $200,000.00 at 6%.  Could 
you buy the dirt and build an office for yourself for 200K?  If so, why are 
you renting when you could build your own space?  This basic concept can 
and should be extrapolated, and it is the intent of this article to do so.  In 
order to see if there is an opportunity here for you, lets first walk through 
some questions that might open some doors of possibility.   
 



Question:  Do you currently use office space in your home or rent office 
space for your business? 
 
Question:  Do you currently rent the dwelling unit that you live in? 
 
Question:  Do you currently rent storage space for extra stuff, RV’s, boats, 
trailers, etc? 
 
Question:  Do you currently pay moorage for a boat? 
 
Question:  Do you pay someone to stable your horse? 
 
Question:  When you go on vacation, do you rent a condo or house to stay 
in? 
 
     These questions, and others along the same lines, are intended to see 
where your money is being spent.  Is there any money being spent in rent?  
If so, we have an opportunity to take advantage of!! 
 
     In the world of tenants, there will never be one that you will find that is 
better than yourself.  Creating a space, where you are the owner / user is the 
best management scenario you will ever find.  You will never get a midnight 
call, you will never get a bounced check, and you will never need to give a 
lecture on taking care of property.  You will treat yourself well! 
I can only teach by example, and so I want to show you some of what I have 
done in my life that makes the “opportunity point” I am trying to make.   
 
Office Space: 
 
     I sought a piece of property in a “Neighborhood Business” Zone.  This 
zoning allows for office, and residential.  I knew the rent comparables in the 
area well.  I knew that I could rent separate office space for $1.25 a foot, and 
residential for $1.00 a foot.  I designed a building that would meet my office 
/ shop needs, and planned into the design two separate office suites that were 
600 feet each, and a residential 2 bed 2 bath unit that was 1000 feet.  When 
you work the numbers, this would create a rental income from the building, 
not including the space I intended to use and occupy, of $2500.00 per 
month.  $2500. / month adds up to 30K a year in rental income.  If I deduct 
25% for taxes, insurance, maintenance, utilities, vacancy, I am left with an 



annual NOI of $22,500.  Looked at another way, if I divide $22,500 into 12 
months, I am left with $1875./month.  Working backwards from 6% interest, 
$1875./month allows me to borrow $375K.  My cost today to build a solid 
3500 square foot building would be approximately $280K.  (this is based on 
80.00 / foot construction costs).  This leaves me nearly 100K to purchase the 
dirt, which also could be done in this market.  All said and done, I have 1000 
feet of office / shop that is being paid for by the rental income from the part 
of the building that I do not use!   
 
Storage Space: 
 
     I have a student who relocated, and in doing so had a ton of stuff that 
would not fit into the new residence.  In looking for storage, he discovered a 
storage complex nearby where the owner would consider selling.  The 
transaction was put together, and with a 90 day effort on his part, the 
building was throwing out positive cash flow and providing all the personal 
storage he needed and then some.  As the story continues, the storage 
business became so profitable that he approached the adjoining property 
owner, bought his property, and proceeded to build from scratch another 300 
storage units!  
 
     A different student, in a different city, did the same thing with a different 
twist.  Looking for a place to store his travel trailer, he found very few 
places available, and none with covered parking facilities.  In Denver, 
covered parking for RV’s is a premium because of the harsh winters and 
ever present snow.  This reality created an opportunity.  This personal need 
to store a travel trailer has led to building and owning an RV / storage 
facility with over 600 rental spaces!  Uncovered parking, carport parking, 
full enclosed garage parking, and storage units of all shapes and sizes.  This 
is a 24 hour access facility with all the bells and whistles!  It goes without 
saying…..parking his travel trailer is not only free, but this need has led to a 
very profitable business.   
 
     I am very proud of both these Power Players.  They have found a way to 
not only avoid paying rent, but have figured out a way to build a positive 
business and cash flow out of the opportunity.  Owner / Users!  Again, a 
perfect marriage! 
 
 



Toy Boxes: 
 
     My office is in an airplane hangar.  It is about 8000 square feet.  A big 
box with a big door.  Russ is the builder.  He could not find hangar space 
anywhere for his personal fleet of planes.  He decided to take action.  He 
took out a 60 year land lease with the airport, raised private construction 
capital, and first built a block of thirty two  2500 square foot hangars.  He 
sold them before ground was broken to other aircraft owners in the same 
situation he was in.  This was so successful, he built another thirty two.  
Same result.  He then leased another piece of ground from the county airport 
and built twenty six larger corporate hangars.  These too were sold before 
ground was even broken.  He sold every hangar built at a profit, would 
upgrade your unit to your specs on a time and materials basis, and in the end 
of this project, made over 3Million dollars and has his own corporate hangar 
free and clear.  His need for a hangar started the ball rolling.  Demand in the 
aviation community made the project successful.  I take my hat off to Russ.  
His owner / user motivation was the genesis for these great projects.  
 
     Driven by similar motives, a client of mine needed a place to store all his 
toys.  He did not have an airplane, but did have just about everything else.  
Motor home, ski boat, motor cycles, classic cars, a back hoe, ……you get 
the idea.  
  
     He bought a piece of industrial property, and on it built eight toy boxes.  
Each were 2000 square feet, with 400 square feet of each finished in office, 
kitchenette, and bathroom.  1600 square feet was open warehouse with two 
huge roll up doors.  He took the project through all the legal paperwork and 
survey to make it into a condominium, and sold seven of the eight units.  
Some of the buyers were just like him….they wanted a personal toy box.  
Others had small businesses and bought the space for business purposes.  
Bottom line is that just like Russ and the hangars, the units sold made a 
profit and gave my friend his own toy box free and clear on top of the 
financial gain!  Another example of owner / user thinking!  
 
 
 
  
 



Living Space: 
 
     To live in a  stand alone home is a luxury in the world of real estate 
entrepreneurship.  As you are growing your portfolio, consider the following 
plan.  The market is ripe for building income producing rental property.  A 
well designed multiplex, for example, can have built in to its design an 
“owners unit”.  In the new construction world, building an owners unit with 
privacy, separate systems, and segmented spaces is easy to do.  It is possible 
to create the same end by buying an existing building and doing an extensive 
remodel, but in the end, the objective is the same.  Creating a unit to live in 
where by the other units in the building pay for all the costs of the entire 
building is the objective.   
 
     We bought a building on the waterfront of Lake Union years ago.  It was 
an eleven unit building, with the top floor being an “owners unit”.  We 
remodeled the entire building, created storage, parking, and sold moorage.  
The income from 10 units, parking, storage, and moorage paid for the cost of 
the entire building and its related expenses.  Shauna and I kept the top floor 
for our own use as our “city” place.  It was fantastic.  It had a sweeping view 
of the lake and the sunsets.  We retained a covered parking space for 
ourselves and a moorage slip for our boat.  All of what we used was covered 
by the other units in the building.  In today’s economy, it is more than 
possible to create this scenario from scratch.  When you are ready to move 
on into a stand alone home away from tenants, simply rent the unit that you 
once occupied.  When you build a complex and design into it an “owners 
unit”, you open the market up to a larger audience should you ever want to 
sell the building.  For some, this is the perfect retirement picture, to live in 
and manage a performing asset.   
 
Recreational Use Property: 
 
     When we designed our home in Arizona, we had similar thinking in 
mind.  We were not sure how much we would use the home.  We knew we 
loved the desert, the heat, the golf, and the setting, but when we looked at 
reality, it was unclear how many weeks a year we would be able to be there 
to enjoy it.  Because of this, the plan we drew created some options for us in 
the future.  The home has 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms all in separate 
corners.  Think of a 4 pointed star, each point being a bed / bath.  In the 



center of the star is the living, dining, kitchen area.  Our thinking was this.  
If we used it enough with just ourselves and guests, so be it.  If however we 
had very limited use, we could sell a 25% interest in the home to three of our 
good friends.  The price for each 25% ownership interest would be 33% of 
the total cost of the house and land.  In other words, we would retain a 25% 
interest, but the incoming purchases would re-coup our entire cost of the 
home and dirt.  We would have all our money back, and still own 25% of the 
home.  If it turns out that we are all there at the same time, the design still 
allows for privacy.  Each bedroom and bath has off of it their own private 
patio.  We would share the center of the home, and the back patio and pool.   
As it is, we are using it enough whereby the model to sell interest is on hold, 
but it is well designed so that if we choose to change course in the future, we 
can do this easily and seamlessly!   
     A variation of this plan is the model of “time shares”.  Owning an asset, 
reserving the time for your personal use, and renting out the asset the other 
times to pay for the asset is a concept that has been worked and re-worked in 
a hundred different ways.  It is a solid concept that is driven by your 
personal use need.  How great it is to have that need filled, and have others 
pay for your use of your own asset!! 
 
The World of Entrepreneurial Construction: 
 
     Construction knowledge combined with contracting knowledge is what 
being a successful builder is all about.  Understanding the financing 
structure, and working backwards from “leftover” net operating income is 
what the owner / user  opportunity is all about.  These concepts of 
entrepreneurial construction are what our program called “Recon” is all 
about.  Remodeling and Construction for the real estate entrepreneur, more 
formally titled, is one of the best blocks of education we have ever put 
together.  As you set your mind to take advantage of this unique climate in 
the economy, I highly suggest you study “Recon”.  It will give you the tools 
you need to make this owner / user dream a reality.  
 
 
 
 

 
 


